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PREMIUM CANOPIES

OL Premium Canopies have a curb-side li� up, 
and drivers side dual pane sliding, tinted side 
windows as standard. Other options available 
are dual sliding side windows, or dual li� up 
side windows. The front window is a sliding 
combination for the user to clean the rear 
window of their vehicle cabin and the rear door is 
dual curved 3 dimensional frameless glass with a 
central handle with slam latches.

Other notable features include a robotically 
painted base rail cover strip, No Drill fitment and 
a vehicle specific Plug and Play wiring harness to 
allow for a quick installation.

OL Fleet Canopies feature the same window 
combinations as the Premium range. The Li� 
Up Windows are framed with twin handle locks 
and the Sliding Windows are a single pane slider 
with integrated Fly Screen. The front window is a 
sliding combination for cabin cleaning. The rear 
door on the Fleet range is a flat framed option 
with twin lock handles.

OL’s Fleet Canopy range is designed to target the 
Fleet and Trades with a more economical option 
to the higher ended products in the market. OL’s 
unpainted option is also an excellent match for 
white Fleet vehicles.

Opposite Lock ABS Canopies are available in 
three di�erent window configurations:

 ■ Sliding / Li� Up - A sliding window on the 
driver’s side and Li� Up window on the 
passenger’s side.

 ■ Dual Li� Up - Li� Up windows on both sides 
of the canopy.

 ■ Dual Sliding - Sliding windows on both 
sides of the canopy.

FLEET CANOPIES WINDOW OPTIONS

ABS CANOPIES

Opposite Lock canopies are built using a single sheet of thick ABS 
– there are no joins or welds. ABS is also UV stable. A�er forming, 
Opposite Lock Canopies are trimmed and painted robotically, 
resulting in exacting precision and an A-Class OEM-grade finish.

 ■ Body formed from a single sheet of capped ABS that’s robotically 
trimmed and painted

 ■ Quick and easy fitment, with detailed instructions and all hardware 
and fixings included

 ■ Interior lighting, with a vehicle-specific ‘Plug and Play’ wiring 
harness for quick installation

 ■ High mounted strut points for full opening access

 ■ A combination sliding window on the cab-facing side, to allow easy 
cleaning access to the vehicle

 ■ Tinted glass throughout

 ■ Quality locks that are all keyed alike

 ■ A smooth light grey interior finish

Secure your o road gear with an Opposite Lock, 
Australian made ABS Canopy for your Dual Cab Ute.
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These are produced from 0.8mm galvanized sheet steel with EDP 
anti-rust treatment and finished using colour matched baked paint 
technologies employed by the worlds leading car manufacturers.

The end result is a hardtop that’s as tough as your pickup and 
build from the same materials! Our canopies are known for their 
strength, durability, safety, style and environmental friendliness.

The Sammitr hardtop is chosen by many of the worlds pickup 
manufacturers as their original hardtop.

SMM STEEL CANOPIES

 ■ Strong Pressed Steel Shell

 ■ Colour-Coded Baked Paint System

 ■ Remote Central Locking Rear Door

 ■ Roof Rails Static Load Tested to 250kg

 ■ Durable Epoxy Coated Roof Rails included

 ■ Fully Lined Interior

 ■ Automatic Interior Light

Sammitr , the only company in the world to manufacture pressed steel canopies for pick-up trucks.
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HARD LIDS

Made from a highly durable (yet lightweight) 
ABS/polycarbonate material, our Hard Lids are 
uniquely styled for each vehicle by our Brisbane-
based design team, and are available in both 
Painted and Unpainted finishes.

Painted Hard Lids have been painted robotically, 
for an A-Class OEM grade finish. Unpainted Hard 
Lids arrive in the natural finish of the ABS (gloss 
black), ready to be painted.

All EGR Hard Lids are fully lockable and feature 
twin gas struts for ease of opening. They also 
include a clever quick-release hinge pin system 
that allows the covers to be attached or removed 
in seconds.

Using Aussie innovation, our So� Tonneau 
Covers maximise style without compromising 
function. Their unique No Drill fitting system 
uses mounting clamps with interlocking die-cast 
aluminium side rails and end caps.

This keeps the tonneau tight and streamlined, 
with no exposed straps or tiedowns – even the 
access method is concealed, which is great for 
security.

They install in approximately half an hour, and 
are easily removable.

Durable and tough, they’re made from black 
PVC vinyl over woven synthetic mesh. All EGR 
covers are UV light tested for quality, and made 
in Australia.

New to the Australian marketplace, Alloy 
Trade Tops are the most a�ordable ute locking 
solution. Featuring robust all alloy construction 
with a tough, durable checker plate top, Alloy 
Trade Tops a cost-e�ective way to keep your 
items protected.

They’re available in two finishes: Mill Finish Silver 
or Powdercoated Black. A high opening height 
gives unrestricted access to the load area, while 
twin gas struts and a pull-down handle provide 
e�ortless opening and closing.

Installation is easy, and two keys are included for 
he single push lock.

SOFT TONNEAU COVERS ALLOY TRADE TOPS

TONNEAUS & HARD LIDS

EGR Auto is the market leader in the design, development and 
manufacture of A-class painted Hard Lids.

Manufactured from a tough yet lightweight and highly durable ABS/
Polycarbonate material EGR Auto’s Hard Lids are uniquely styled for 
each vehicle.

Available in either a smooth robotically painted colour finish, 
unpainted (ready to paint) smooth finish, or in an unpainted 
textured finish, EGR’s Hard Lids are fully lockable and feature twin 
gas struts for ease of opening and a quick release hinge pin system 
that enables the covers to be removed in seconds!

Remote central locking is also available on some units. Visit 
Opposite Lock to get the right cover for your Ute.

A stylish way to complete the look of your 4x4 workhorse as well 
as a practical solution to secure your tools and equipment.
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